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R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel 

CHALLENGES OF THE DAY

In 1263, the church arranged for a debate between Chris-
tians and Jews to be held at the royal palace of King James 

I of Aragon in the presence of the King, his court, and many 
prominent ecclesiastical dignitaries and knights. The issues of 
religion were to be discussed between Dominican Friar Pab-
lo Christiani, an apostate who converted from his Judaism to 
Christianity, and Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman, The Ramban.

Christiani had been preaching to Jews of Provence try-
ing to convert them and felt that he would be able to influence 
them. By this debate, he assured the King that he could prove 
the truth of christianity from the Bible, Talmud and other Rab-
binical writings. Pablo was so confident in his intellectual acu-
men and speaking skills that asked that he debate the greatest 
of Hebrew scholars and the Ramban was chosen.  The Ramban 
complied with the order of the King, but somehow received 
permission from James I that complete freedom of speech 
should be granted. 

As the disputation turned in favor of Ramban the Jews of 
Barcelona, fearing the resentment of the Dominicans, entreated 
him to discontinue; but the King wished for him to proceed and 
proceed he did.

Ramban routed his foes by his sheer brilliance, presenta-
tions of arguments and his obviously superior knowledge of 
Torah and Talmud. (A Complete record of the four day debate 
is preserved for us by the Ramban in his classic- Sefer Havi-
kuach.)

After the completion of the debate, and the obvious victory 
of the Ramban over Pablo, King James declared “I have never 
seen a man defend a wrong cause so well.” On the Shabbat after 
the debate, the king also attended the synagogue and addressed 
the Jewish congregants, a thing unheard of during the Middle 
Ages.

In this week’s Parsha we are introduced to a very similar 
event. Korach went ahead and out of jealousy, anger, resent-
ment and sedition, wished to persuade the Jews of the falseness, 
speciousness and duplicity of Moshe and Aharon’s leadership, 
and subsequently, all that it stood for. 

The Medrash tells us how Korach used false and mislead-
ing arguments to undermine the laws of the Torah in the minds 
and hearts of the people. While it looked like, and was present-
ed as, a series of innocent queries and questions, the underlying 
attitude and intent was not so innocent.  

He scoffed at the logic of the mitzvah of Tzitzes, and its 
fringes of Techeiles.

He taunted Moshe through a series of attacks on the Mitz-
vos of God’s Torah.

The story is filled with the false and misleading arguments 

that are so very typical of any and all of the instigators against 
Torah and Mitzvos throughout the ages.  Historically, many of 
the early movements away from traditional Judaism were led 
by people who distorted basic beliefs and meaning of the To-
rah in order to promote their own deviant ideologies. Korach, 
Pablo and others were no different.  

Korach threw his ideas of how he viewed the Mitzvos into 
the crowds of Jews and slyly affected the hearts and minds of 
a number of great Jews, some of whom were led to join with 
his rebellion. 

The arguments, in reality, held little truth to them. It was 
obvious that their sole purpose was not to understand Judaism 
and Torah, but to bring down the needed and God appointed 
hierarchy of the Jewish leadership and to dispel any traditional 
notion of our nation.

Sometimes, unfortunately, that works all too well. 
 I recently heard a story on the Jewish Radio station about 

a bunch of Mirrer Yeshiva boys in the 1970’s that went to play 
football by Brighton beach. After playing for awhile, they saw 
a gruff and angry looking man approach them, with a leash in 
hand which was attached to a great menacing dog. 

 Afraid of the impending situation they started to leave 
when the man called to them, “What yeshiva are you from?”, 
“the Mir” they replied. Intrigued, they approached the man 
and he asked them “What Masechta are you learning?” And 
they answered that they were studying Nedarim. Whereupon 
this man, who looked nothing like a Jew, started to rattle off 
the first mishneh and then the gemarah, word for word, for the 
first 8 blatt. 

Then he started onto other Masechtas and he knew them 
cold. Confounded, bewildered and confused the boys asked him 
for his story and looking a little sad he told it to them.

 “I was a young bachur learning under the famous R’ 
Elchonon Wasserman in Baranovich. When I started I didn’t 
know much but I shteiged and studied and after two straight 
years I knew Nashim and Nezekin by heart. I was one of the 
crown jewels of the Yeshiva. One day, I heard that there were 
some maskilim-enlightened Jews- in town who were looking to 
talk and schmooze about their ideas of what Judaism was all 
about. I was incensed and went to town to defeat them.

But what happened was completely the opposite. They took 
me by surprise. They were smart, they presented in a nice and 
good manner. The “questions” they asked I could not answer. 
Slowly but surely it started to affect me and I wasn’t able, or 
willing, to respond.  I attached myself to them and left the con-
fines of my home in yeshiva. One thing led to another. I met a 
girl, who was nice yet not Jewish, but at that point I was too 
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far off to care. I married her, raised a family. When I realized 
what I had done it was many years too late. But please, you 
boys enjoy the Yeshiva and enjoy your z’man” and with that the 
man walked off.

On the other hand, the response which Moshe gave to Ko-
rach was an uncharacteristically immediate and abrupt one.  
Right away he challenged their notions and promised swift ret-
ribution for those that stayed with Korach’s rebellion. Moshe 
went as far as promising that the insurgency will perish in a 
very uncommon and miraculous manner.

             R’ Yaakov Kaminetsky z”l writes that Moshe said 
these words on his own, without consulting with Hashem. Yet, 
by doing so, he placed the entire Torah at risk. If Hashem had 
not caused a miracle to happen (i.e., the earth swallowing Ko-
rach), the implication would be that Moshe was not Hashem’s 
agent.

How could Moshe take this risk, was he not jeopardizing 
all that mattered if the miracle would not come to fruition? 

R’ Yaakov answers that Moshe felt that he had no choice! If 
his own contemporaries could question his authority and not be 
dealt with decisively, how could later generations be sure that 
Moshe spoke for G-d? If Moshe had not risked his own reputa-
tion, and the Torah’s, to impress his own generation, he would 
have lost future generations as they would have never believed 
in him again.

Moshe saw the real Korach and his not-so-obvious intent 
and devious goals. He understood the clear and present danger 
in front of him and the challenge to the Torah, to Judaism at 
large and to the generations to come and boldly acted. This was 
much like the Ramban did many years later in his generation’s 
challenge to Jewry by a vicious apostate.   

There is a Mishneh in Pirkei Avos which tells us “Havei 
Shakud Lilmod Torah, V’Dah Mah Shetashuv L”apikores - 
Be diligent in the study of Torah, and Know what to answer a 
heretic”

The Meforshim understand this to mean that we need to 
study the Torah well in order to know what to answer when 
faced with those who wish to distort the Torah. 

Perhaps one could understand that the Mishneh is pointing 
to the ideal that one needs to be well connected to his Jewish 
Torah roots. We ought to understand our heritage, the Torah, 
for what it stands for and the need to address the ever present 
challenges to it. We need to be able to explain to our children 
and family who we are and what we are doing and what we 
stand for. 

When Rav Zvi Hirsch Chajes saw the intentions of the 
reform intelligentsia he wrote a blistering polemic, Minchas 
Kenoes, in 1845 against the reform and their activities against 
traditional Judaism. He fought the reform on multiple grounds, 
expressing outrage at the many changes that they were institut-
ing. He not only showed the truth of the Torah and Talmud, but 
he also showed everyone that the reform were ignorant in what 
they were trying to do; from their changes in the Siddur, aban-
donment of the covenant of Bris Milah and to their rejection 
of fundamental Jewish beliefs. Knowledgeable on a multitude 
of fronts he was a one of the most formidable opponents the 
reform ever faced in that he stood to belittle them and educate 
a nation.

When Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch saw the utter devas-
tation that the Haskalla was having on German Jewry he wrote 
his famous “19 letters” and later on he wrote “Chorev” to ex-
plain Mitzvos and Torah to the Jewish masses. He wrote it to 
address the heretical ideas that were being presented against 
them and to show that the Torah is eternal.

And in our generation we have no less of a challenge to ad-
dress the issues of the day, the challenges of an ever expanding 
crack on the foundations of our traditions, and those who seek 
to do so. We are the ones who are to keep the relevancy and 
flame of Torah alive and well in a manner that will allow people 
to connect, understand and, most of all, to appreciate. 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: HALACHOS RELEVANT TO BBQ
R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

Q: Does one need to kasher his grill before using it for the 
first time?

A: All Poskim are of the opinion that assuming that one has 
a grill made of metal substance then tevilah with a b’racha is 
required.1 One may simply remove the grates from the electric/
gas/charcoal/propane grill and immerse only that, as the grate 
is the only part of the BBQ edifice that is touching the food. In 
the event that one is using a George Foreman grill and the metal 

part does not separate from whole appliance then one would be 
required to immerse the entire piece of machinery.2

Q: May one cook meat immediately after cooking fish on 
the same grill? 

A: The Gemara in Pesachim3 teaches that one may not cook 
fish and meat together since this combination is considered 
a sakana. This restriction doesn’t only apply to eating meat 
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together with fish but to eating meat after fish as well4 and 
therefore requires a drink in between eating these two items.5 It 
is for this reason that we don’t l’chatchila cook meat and fish 
simultaneously in the same oven.6 This concern would certainly 
hold true if there would be residual remnants of fish still on the 
grill. So while many hold that using a clean “fish” pot for meat 
is permitted,7 using the same grill for meat right after grilling 
fish is hardly in congruence with such a situation as almost all 
grills will take on some grease of the item being cooked on it.8 

Q: Would one be required as well to immerse a “one time 
use” grill?

A: While there are some who hold that one should immerse a 
disposable grill but without a b’racha,9 many hold that a throw 
away grill does not require tevilah at all.10

Q: What b’racha should be made on Shishkabobs?

A: Assuming that one did not wash before the meal one would 
make a ha’adama on the vegetables and a shehakol on the 
meat/chicken as even though they are on the same skewer they 
are still distinctly separate from each other. Neither would one 
food be considered taful to the other as both items are desired.

Q: May one make a mezonos on any particular hot dog or 
hamburger roll that claims that a hamotzie is not required.

A: Finding an actual mezonos roll is not all that prevalent as one 
would need to have a product that is either 

•	 made up of majority fruit juice11 or 

•	 that has the taste of the fruit juice dominantly felt12 

Since most fruit juices nowadays are from concentrate which 
do not have a trong fruit juice taste and are mostly water, one 
would have neither. 13 In the event that one can claim with 
halachic certainty that indeed, one is using a mezonos roll, one 
would still be required to wash as the nature of a BBQ is to be 
an entire meal. Once one is eating a whole meal and is koveah 
seudah over Pas Hab’ah B’Kisnin then he is required to wash 
and recite birchas hamazon.14  

Q: If one only eats a pareve food on the grill is he required 
to wait six hours15 until eating dairy?

A: Since a BBQ has much smoke emanating from the various 
foods it most likely will get absorbed into other pareve foods as 
well.16 In the event that the food was wrapped completely (i.e. 
baked potato wrapped in silver foil) there may be grounds to be 
lenient as no smoke was able to make entry into the enwrapped 
food item.17

Q: May one cut a pickle or onion with a dairy knife to be 
used on a hamburger or hot dog sandwich?

A: Since many Poskim hold that a pickle18 and onion19 are both 
a davar charif (sharp food), these food items would take on the 
status of the knife that it is being cut by. Therefore a pickle or 
onion cut with a milk knife20 becomes “milchig”21 which would 
be prohibited to eat together with meat. The same works vice 
versa, if one cut pickles or onions for a BBQ with a meat knife 
it would be prohibited to then use those vegetables that have 
been leftover for the next day in a milchig sandwich.

Q: Is there any Kashrus concerns with the various 
condiments that are used in a BBQ?

A: Mustard- Most mustards prepared in America and England 
consists of crushed mustard seeds and vinegar in which there 
are few kashrus concerns aside for the source of the vinegar. 
French mustard however carries the tradition of using wine 
or grape juice from its various regions,22 specifically Dijon, to 
mix with the mustard seeds. Therefore any Dijon style mustard 
should be made with kosher wines and any condiment being 
purchased should be Kosher certified.

     Ketchup- Although vegetables usually pose no major 
questions in kashrus it should be understood that tomato’s lend 
themselves to use in many non-kosher products. Since many 
tomato sauces and  ketchups may contain either meat or cheese, 
ketchup today is many times produced under the auspices of 
a full time mashgiach. It should be noted that hashgacha for 
these ketchup products should always be checked as it has been 
known to change from time to time.

    Worcestershire Sauce- Worcestershire sauce is made up of 
molasses, garlic, sugar, vinegar and anchovies. Although the 
amount of fish used is less then 1.6 of the sauce (which is batul)23 
and the anchovies give off virtually no flavor24, there are still 
those who are stringent and avoid eating such foods even after 
the fish is nullified. If one is stringent in these halachos,25one 
should check the ingredients26 to make sure that there is no 

R’ Heshy Kahan
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R’ Heshy Kahan

fish involved. If a product contains a higher concentration of 
fish, where it is not batul then the product would bare a “fish” 
declaration making it prohibited to smear on meat according to 
all views.

Q: Is one required to make a separate b’racha on fruit (i.e. 
watermelon) that is served as dessert after the meal?

A: While there is much dispute over whether one is required to 
make a b’rcaha over fruit that is served before or in middle of a 
meal, almost all Poskim agree that fruit that is served after one 
is satiated and is only being eaten for “dessert” purposes would 
require a separate b’racha.27

FOOTNOTES

1. This is the opinion of the OU and the Chof-K
2. Many technicians have stated that waiting 72 hours after immer-

sion should prevent any damage to most appliances, see Be’er 
Moshe Kuntros Electric who elaborates on this issue.

3. 76b, S.A. Y.D. 117:2, Shmiras Haguf V’Hanefesh 1:1, See Ma-
gen Avraham O.C. 173:1 who questions whether this sakana ap-
plies at all nowadays.

4. S.A. Y.D. 116:2,3
5. Rama O.C. 173:3, Chachmas Adam 68:
6. The Rama mentions this as a concern for raicha-aroma, although 

b’dieved we will say that raicha lav milsa.
7. See Taz 95:3 who discusses this heter at length, most contempo-

rary Poskim agree with his view. While many have the custom to 
have a separate fish pot this is not necessarily a Halachic require-
ment.

8. See Pri Migadim 97:3 who prohibits meat that was roasted to-

gether with fish out of the din of safek sakanah
9. Pask said B’Shem R’ Yisroel Belsky Shlita
10. Oral Psak heard from R’ Doniel Yehuah Neustadt Shlita, see 

Igros Moshe Y.D. 3:23 who does not require Tevilah on dispos-
able aluminum pans.

11. This is the shitah of the Rama
12. See Shevet Halaivi 8:32
13. As the taste of the apple juice is not noticed and the fact that 

majority of the juice is water because it is merely concentrated 
would make a “mezonos” roll not so mezonos after all.

14. S.A. 166:6
15. Or whatever one’s usual minhag is
16. Bach 92 D”h Vikasov Harosh, Rama 92:8
17. Similar to the concept of Shtai Kidairos No’gaas Zu B’Zu, how-

ever see  Igros Moshe 3:10 who is concerned about the cover of 
a closed pot falling off.

18. Da’as Torah Mahrsham:96
19. S.A. 96:2
20. Assuming one is sure that this knife was once used to cut hot 

milky foods
21. This is the view of the Rama
22. In fact the Latin word mustum actually means crushed grapes
23. Issur V’heter 23:7
24. The reason it is then added is to reassure the customer that the 

product follows the traditional recipe.
25. As chamira sakanta m’issurah
26. Darchai Moshe and Taz hold that bitul is ineffective when both 

materials are permitted such as the anchovies and vinegar etc.
27. Psak heard from R’ Chaim Kreiswurth Zt”l who said that as long 

as the fruit is still in its whole state one would make a separate 
b’racha on it. 

WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

Let us try to understand what controversy is by first 
looking at what peace is. On the surface if there was no 

tumult, no strife, and no disagreement, one might believe that 
this is indicative of peace. Yet from a religious perspective, 
if there are two people arguing a halachic position, each one 
having the aim of Hashem and truth in mind, then there entire 
argument is considered the epitome of peace. It is within that 
common goal of serving the Divine that a people can find 
serenity, it is knowing that you are a part of the whole, doing 
what you are required for the greater good, that one can find 
tranquility within himself.

 We learn in the Talmud (Taanis 31a), “In the future the 
Holy One, Blessed is He, will make a circle of all the righteous 
people and He will sit among them in the middle of the circle, 
in the Garden of Eden.” The profound sense of this statement 
is that the encirclement is a revelation of Hashem to all the 
righteous Jews, each one will be able to perceive the Divine 
light, each of their ways is accepted.

 The Chafetz Chaim explains that two righteous 
individuals with diametrically opposed views would find 
themselves facing each other across the circle. What each 
of these righteous individuals will realize is that he and the 
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person that he is opposed to are equidistant from the center. 
Meaning that as long as each person has Hashem in mind, his 
way and that of another can both be right and received.

 Yet there may be those that present an opposition and 
require rebuke since their position is not even within the circle, 
but outside and far from Hashem. Those that find themselves 
outside are not there to present resistance for a greater good, 
but instead to present a way that is absent of what G-d wants 
or absent of G-d all together.

 Korach stepped outside of the circle. He vehemently 
argued against Moshe and Aharon and their leadership, 
making a debacle of the word of G-d and what Hashem had 
wanted and prescribed. He got lost in an argument which was 
masked in selflessness and religiosity, but was nothing more 
than a man which could not stand seeing someone else in 
power while he was not. The events pulled the strings of anger 
within his heart, reweaving a tapestry within his mind of why 
it was right to rebel against the Divine providence of what 
should be. This episode not only, demonstrates a wrong in 
rebellion but gives us a deep insight into the workings of the 
human psyche. It demonstrates how emotion can be so fallibly 
misconstrued through the prism of intellect alone. It shows us 
that before we begin to use this powerful gift of mental ability, 
we must first have it aligned with the appropriate perspective.

 A basic concept that each of us need to be acquainted with 
is that belief must precede our intellect. Bringing the word 
of Hashem to the earthly sphere, analyzing its rationale and 
logic, allows for us to fall victim to reason via natural forces 
and make mistakes. Belief must be the initial consideration, 
knowing that the situations and challenges in life is what 
Hashem wants and accepting it as such allows us to have a 
proper outlook.

 It is Hashem that assembles the puzzle pieces of the 
events that influences our lives which creates the situations 
that surrounds us. Rabbi Shalom Arush states, “To effectively 
use our intellectual power, we must first remember that 
anyone or anything that influences our lives, for better or for 
worse, is merely Hashem’s messenger and an agent for Divine 
Will. Once we stand firmly on this basic tenet of belief, we are 
ready to activate our intellectual prowess, according to Torah, 
and attempt to understand Hashem’s message that is cloaked 
within a given occurrence.”

 If we look at the times that we feel we have been 
overlooked, at times where we thought we were deserving 
of consideration, adulation, or promotion and did not get it, 
we must understand that Hashem is there besides us. It could 
be that we are completely worthy of it and that our family, 

friends, or employer are wrong in their actions or maybe 
they are right and we do not see why, but either way there is 
something that we can derive from the occurrence when we 
pause for reflection and accept it as G-d’s will for it to be. We 
must truly understand that what it is that G-d does for us is 
always for our benefit.

 So in the case of Korah, this is exactly where he went 
wrong. He was bringing unrest within the Jewish society 
because of an unrest within himself. His mind was clamored 
with jealousy, with pride, and a hunger for power. He was 
utilizing his intellect to perceive the situation and rationalized 
the circumstances based on what his heart felt was for him to 
have instead of what Hashem said he needed to be. He took this 
inner angst and he brought it out into the world, contaminating 
those around him with the poison of revolt. He disrupted their 
thought, their behavior, and warped their belief. It was all to 
satisfy a personal need and a personal desire.  What Korach 
should have done was to first rationalize the events through 
the prism of belief in Hashem instead of through the prism of 
his ego. It would be in that way that he could have more easily 
accepted his position of what was required of him instead of 
focusing on what he thought he deserved.

 Human beings may fall victim to jealousy of others, lust 
for power, and haughtiness in their conduct. When confronting 
these emotional episodes through the scope of belief in 
Hashem, we can turn those feelings into a message that will 
help us to grow from them. We will seek to understand and 
to strengthen our resolve and spiritual perspective. We may 
be able to utilize the seemingly negative energies that stem 
from these feelings and turn it into positive energy, one that 
contributes instead of devastates, one that builds instead of 
destroys. This approach means that one must work on himself 
and his inner compass that directs his outward actions. He 
must realize his place and serve Hashem by accepting what is 
required from him, instead of forcing his way and serving his 
own self-indulgence.

Let us look at this story:
Once there was a man with a five year old son who 

constantly interrupted him while he was reading. Finally, 
not wanting to be bothered anymore he grabbed a page with 
a map of the world and tore it out. He ripped the map into 
many pieces and gave it to his son, telling him not to return 
until the map was reconstructed as it was originally. With that 
said he went back to his reading, comfortable that now he 
had afforded himself many hours of calm and quiet. Fifteen 
minutes later the child came in jovial and cheerful with the 
map perfectly constructed and completed. His father looked 
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R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber
SHABBOS ROSH CHODESH; LESSON FROM THE HAFTORAH

This week we lain a special Haftorah, because Shabbos 
falls out on Rosh Chodesh. The reason we read this par-

ticular Haftorah on Shabbos Rosh Chodesh is because of the 
last posuk which states, “And it will be that from month to 
month and from Shabbos to Shabbos, . . . all will come and 
bow themselves before Hashem.” (66: 23) The Psikta Rabbsi 
(1:3) explains that in the days of Mashiach, all Jewish people 
will come to the Bais Hamikdash each month and experience 
His Divine Presence. (Interestingly, the posuk says “all hu-
mans will gather together”. Some Rishonim explain this to 
mean that this gathering will not be limited to only Jewish 
people, even the nations of the world will join each month to 
bow before Hashem. Indeed, the posuk says (in the haftorah 
we read on a ta’anis) “For my house is a house of prayer for 
all nations”). 

What is the significance of Rosh Chodesh, and why will 
we all gather together in the Bais Hamikdash specifically on 
this day each month?

The Novi begins the haftorah with a declaration from 
Hashem; “The heavens are My throne and the earth is My 
foot stool. What home can you build for Me and what is an 
appropriate site for My Divine Presence? All this was made 
by My hand, and thus came into being.” 

Hashem created the entire world, heaven and earth. How 
is it possible for mere flesh and bones to create an abode 
for Him? The answer lies in the words of the Gr”a in Shir 
Hashirim (1:17). Divine Presence on this world takes place 
within the hearts of Klal Yisroel. The pure desire within our 
hearts to become close to Hashem is what creates this connec-
tion. Through Klal Yisroel joining together and donating time 
and resources to build the Mishkan, their good will and inner 
spirit materialized into a physical edifice and became the Mo-
kom Hashroas Hashechina. Indeed the posuk tells us “Tocho 
Ratzuf Ahava” the interior of the Bais Hamikdash is love. 

Now we better understand the words of the Novi further 

in the haftorah, berating Klal Yisroel; “One who slaughters 
the ox is likened to smiting a man; he who sacrifices the sheep 
is akin to slashing a dog’s neck; (66:3)”. Sacrifices are called 
a korbon because they bring us close and connect us with 
Hashem. One who brings a korban by rote without the proper 
feelings to become close to Hashem, is likened to someone 
killing the animal. While a Mitzvah is considered a Mitzvah 
even when performed Shelo Lishma, the same cannot be said 
when bringing a Korban. As explained, the whole creation 
of the Mikdash and the korbonos sacrificed within, is only a 
means to bring out our Penimas Halev, our inner desire to be 
close to Hashem. Without this main ingredient, the physical 
action of bringing the Korban is meaningless. 

Chazal tells us, one that does more or one that does less 
[is equal], as long as he directs his heart to Hashem. This is 
difficult to understand. Will a person giving a million-dollar 
donation receive the same reward as someone giving a one-
dollar donation, as long as they both do so with good will?!

Explains the Sefas Emes, it is true that in regard to all 
other Mitzvos, one who does more will definitely get more 
reward. Nevertheless, this directive of Chazal that one who 
does more or less is equal, as long as the Machshava is the 
same, is taught specifically in regard to Korbonos. Since, as 
explained, a korban is different then all Mitzvos - a Korbon 
is a means to bring to fruition the person’s inner feelings and 
desires, therefore it is measured not by the action but by the 
machshava and inner thoughts directing those actions. 

Rosh Chodesh perhaps is similar to this. All other Yomim 
Tovim have clear directives how we must behave and keep 
the day holy. Each Yom Tov has its own unique Mitzvos and 
set of Halachos. Rosh Chodesh is different. It has practical-
ly no special laws or Mitzvos that define the day. One who 
wishes can pass through the day as any other ordinary day. 
But Chazal tell us that Rosh Chodesh is a Yom Kapara, a day 
of atonement. Many have the custom to say special Tefillos 

R’ Aharon Finkelstein

at him in absolute shock “How were you able to do that? How 
did you put the map perfectly together so fast?” The little boy 
replied ‘It was simple Dad, on the other side of the map was a 
picture of a person, once I was able to put the person together, 
the world simply fell into place.”

 The inner strife may come down to a battle of wills. It 
is what your will and the Will of your creator. The harmony 
of mind, body, and soul is when we trust and believe fully in 

Hashem. It is when we are able to construct our essence in the 
mold of absolute faith that allows acceptance and growth. We 
need to work on ourselves, we must keep our outlook clear, 
and we must make our wants align with what Hashem wants 
in order to find peace.

When each individual attains peace within himself, the 
peace of the world is able to follow. 
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on Erev Rosh Chodesh called Yom Kippur Kotton; the mini- 
Yom Kippur. This should give us an idea of how important 
and holy Rosh Chodesh really is. 

Additionally, many have the custom to wash and eat a 
special “seudas Rosh Chodesh”. In some schools children are 
encouraged to wear white shirts to honor Rosh Chodesh. But 
these are not mandatory Halachos, just a sensitivity to the ho-
liness of the day. 

This is because Rosh Chodesh is a Yom Tov as much as 
we make it, and as much as we have a desire to utilize this 
special day. If we rather choose to use it as an ordinary day, 

then it will be that. Therefore, when Moshiach will come and 
the Bais Hamikdash will be once again rebuilt, it will be on 
this day of Rosh Chodesh when all of Klal Yisroel will gath-
er, joined together, to bow before Hashem. Because the Bais 
Hamikdash and the services performed within, are all created 
through our Nedivas Halev; our desire and good will to be 
close with Hashem. Without this, there is no Bais Hamikdash 
and there is no Korbonos. On Rosh Chodesh, the Yom Tov 
that is created from our desire to be close to Hashem, we will 
come together as one united nation, joined by one heart and 
one desire to be close to Hashem, and bow before Him. 

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

Korach stood in front of Moshe with 250 men, princes of 
the congregation, those summoned for meeting (ke’ri’ei 

moed), men of renown (anshei shem)…. After hearing their ar-
gument, Moshe responds, “In the morning Hashem will make 
known who is His own and who is holy…” The Gemara in 
Sanhedrin (110a) says regarding these 250 men: They were 
the most distinguished people in the congregation of Israel 
[princes of the congregation]; they knew how to intercalate 
the years [i.e. make an extra month] and set up the months of 
the calendar [ke’ri’ei moed]; finally, they were famous people 
[anshei shem]. Simply, this teaches how influential Korach 
was. He was able to convince the 250 greatest people of Klal 
Yisrael to fight for his cause. We understand why it is im-
portant for the Torah to tell us that these people were distin-
guished and famous, but why is it important for us to know 
that they were specifically proficient in the wisdom behind the 
Jewish months?

With regard to Moshe’s response (in the morning Hashem 
will make known), Rashi cites the Midrash: “Hashem divided 
His world with boundaries. Can you turn morning into eve-
ning? So will you be able to nullify the kehunah. As it says, 
“And there was morning and there was evening… Hashem 
divided… In the same way, And Aharon was set apart to 
sanctify him.” What is the meaning of Moshe’s answer? Why 
didn’t he simply say that Hashem chose Aharon? What point 
was brought out by the comparison to the division of day and 
night?

Korach questioned Aharon’s designation as Kohen Gad-
ol. How could he question it? And how did he gather such a 
following? All the Yidden already saw [on the eighth day of 
miluim – Rosh Chodesh Nissan] that the Glory of Hashem 
appeared for Aharon. Indeed, all seven days, Moshe did the 

avodah and the Shechinah did not reside and the Yidden were 
ashamed. They said, “After all this work that we did, is it pos-
sible that Hashem did not accept our teshuva for the sin of 
the eigel?” Moshe responded: Wait. Hashem chose Aharon. 
When he does the avodah, you will see Hashem’s Shechinah. 
And, indeed, this is what took place. How could Korach dis-
pute what everyone had already seen?

When all else is lost, Moshe finally says: “Through this 
shall you know that Hashem has sent me to perform all these 
acts [ki Hashem shelachani], for it was not from my heart 
[lo mi’libi]. If these men die like the death of all men… then 
it is not Hashem Who has sent me. Moshe’s words seem re-
dundant. Once he says that this will prove that Hashem has 
sent me, for what reason did he need to say “it is not from my 
heart?” If Hashem sent him, certainly it is not from his own 
heart! Furthermore, the Midrash explains this pasuk in a very 
interesting way: Moshe said” “If these people die a regular 
death, I too will deny (kofer) and say that Hashem did not 
send me and it is from my heart.” What does this mean?

Shelah explains that aside from the question of Moshe 
c”v making up things, there was also a question whether 
Moshe’s desires played a role. In other words, even if it is true 
that Hashem told Moshe to choose Aharon, perhaps that was 
because Moshe had that desire and Hashem wished to grant 
Moshe his wish. Perhaps, it was not something that had to be. 
Korach would still have a complaint. Sure, Hashem said so, 
but who said He had to say so, maybe it could have been me, 
if not for your personal interest in Aharon being the Kohen 
Gadol! Moshe therefore said, even if we can prove that it was 
from Hashem, unless something drastic happens, I too will 
have to admit that perhaps I had some interest here. Only if 
You, Hashem, do something drastic will it be proven that I had 

PARSHAS KORACH
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“Why have you placed yourselves above the 
Congregation of G-d?” [16:3]

Korach and his group came to complain. Why were they 
complaining? The answer, of course, is that they were jealous 
of the high positions G-d had granted to Moshe and Aharon.

R Yakoc Menken uses a vort from the Chofetz Chaim, 
Rabbi Yisrael Mayer Kagan, to point out that there are two 
types of jealousy. One can be jealous of the good things that 
another person has, meaning that he or she wants them also. 
And then there is another type of jealousy, which comes with 
a negative outlook towards others. One who has this second 
type of jealousy doesn’t want others to be blessed with good 
things even (or especially) if he himself will never have 
them.

Korach and his congregation, says the Chofetz Chaim, 
suffered from this “stingy-eyed” sort of jealousy. Whether 
or not Korach could ever be the High Priest, he didn’t 
want others to have the honor that he lacked. “Why have 
you placed yourselves above the Congregation of G-d?” As 
Rashi explains Korach’s words to Moshe and Aharon, “far 
too much greatness have you arrogated for yourselves.”

Jealousy of whatever sort is a terrible characteristic. It is 
something to avoid in any case. But when the jealousy is not 
merely a feeling that “I want that wealth or honor as well,” 
but is accompanied by “and at least he or she should not have 
it,” then it is even far worse than jealousy alone.

They say that every rule has an exception, and this is 

certainly true with regards to jealousy. Our Sages speak 
about it in the harshest terms in every case — except one: 
“the jealousy of Scribes increases wisdom.”

This is an amazing statement. The Torah tells us how 
horrible jealousy is, and the sort of destruction it can cause. 
Korach and his fellows were swallowed alive into the earth 
as a result of their jealousy. Everyone else, says the Sages, 
cannot be jealous. And then they say, “But we Sages can be 
jealous, and the result of that jealousy is increasing wisdom!”

It is obvious that the Sages are not speaking of the sort 
of jealousy that destroyed Korach. Certainly wisdom would 
not increase if scholars devoted themselves to tearing each 
other down.

This does not, however, completely solve our problem. 
It still seems odd that jealousy would be considered such a 
terrible characteristic in other cases, but helpful to learning 
and wisdom.

Perhaps we must look more deeply at what is truly 
wrong with jealousy. The jealous person is setting his or her 
sights upon something which he or she may never have. If 
Reuven is wealthy, Shimon may never be wealthy — so his 
jealousy will only lead to bitterness. He would be far better 
off remembering the wisdom expressed in the Chapters of 
the Fathers: “Who is wealthy? He who is happy with his lot.” 
If Sarah is beautiful, Rachel can only become negative and 
bitter if she is jealous of Sarah’s beauty.

With Jewish learning, however, there is a fundamental 

PARSHAS KORACH
R’ Moishe Wiederman   Chaver HaKollel

nothing at all to do with it. Or HaChaim explains the pasuk 
this way too. First Moshe said “It is Hashem Who sent me.” 
Then he added that I have no self-interest at all. I had and 
have no negius. Everything I said and did was fully Hashem’s 
will. There was nothing that Hashem told me to do on ac-
count of His will to do my will. Kesav V’Hakabalah adds 
another point: Moshe said that even when carrying out his 
shelichus and appointing Aharon, he had no personal simcha. 
He thought only about fulfilling Hashem’s will.

Be’er Yosef takes this further. Korach came to Moshe and 
said that perhaps Hashem told you to pick a Kohen Gadol, 
but maybe you picked who you wanted, and once you picked 
Aharon, Hashem agreed. Certainly, the Shechinah came down 
when Aharon did the avodah, but not because Hashem chose 
him. Rather, you chose him and Hashem agreed! To strength-
en his claim, he brought 250 men who know how to calculate 

our calendar. We all know that Rosh Chodesh and the extra 
month is established by beis din, even if they make a mis-
take. As long as they make the decision, Hashem is maskim 
– He agrees. And not only does He agree, He ensures that 
nature follows that decision. This bolstered his claim. The fire 
and Shechinah is no proof that Hashem chose Aharon. You, 
Moshe, chose him and Hashem simply agreed! Moshe an-
swered: Kehunah Gedolah is not like the months of the year. 
Rather it is like day and night. Hashem did not give over the 
decision of day and night to us. Hashem Himself set up and 
established the division between day and night. Just as He 
set up the division between day and night and there is noth-
ing we can do to change it, so too He set up the division be-
tween Kohanim, Leviim, and Yisraelim. Boker ve’yoda – In 
the morning you will know. The capacity of Kohen Gadol is 
100% Hashem, without any human intervention 

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald
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Rabbi Berach Steinfeld

Since we Boruch Hashem made a wedding this week I 
wanted to discuss the inyan of Sheva Brachos.
What is the halacha if someone who is given the kibbud 

of saying one of the sheva brachos says the wrong one; for 
example, Reuven skipped the brocha of Sos Tasis and made 
the brocha of Sameach Tesamach. After he made the bro-
cha they realized that they skipped the brocha of Sos Tasis. 
What should they do? Should they restart all the brachos to 
make sure they are said in order, or is the seder of the bro-
chos not me’akev?

The Beer Heiteiv in siman samech bais, seif koton alef says 
that the Sheva Brachos do not have a specific seder. If one of 
the brochos was missed, it may be said when he remembers. 
The Be’er Heiteiv quotes this in the name of the Rambam, si-
man chof gimmel.

The Shailos Uts huvos Shraga HaMeir chelek daled, siman 
peh zayin, seif koton daled asks the same question. He quotes 
the Mishna in Meseches Kallah, perek alef that discusses 
this question and says that brochos are not me’akev one 
another.  Therefore it stands to reason that the seder is 
not me’akev either.

The brocha of Sos Tasis is different from the other bro-
chos in that it does not begin with the regular “Boruch ata…” 
The Shraga HaMeir explains that this brocha is a “brocha 
ha’samuch l’chaverta” which means it is a brocha that is close 
to another; it therefore does not start with boruch ata. How 
can we reconcile the fact that the order of the brochos is not 
important with the fact that Sos Tasis is a brocho that comes 
after another?

One answer could be that even if it is out of order, it 
will be right after Sameach Tesamach so it would still be 
close to another brocha. An additional answer could be that 
once Chazal established that the brocha should come right 
after another one, even in the case where it is not close to 
another brocha, the “ matbea she’tovu Chachamim” and 
the nussach does not change.

The Sefer Atzei Arazim, siman samech bais and the Igros 
Moshe in Even Hoezer, chelek daled, siman peh ches both say 
that if one forgot and made the brocho of Asher Yotzar before 
the brocha of Yotzeir Ha’Adam one does not make the bro-
cha of Yotzeir Ha’adam anymore. Why do we have these 
two brochos? There are two reasons to explain the wording of 
these brochos. Firstly, when Hashem&nb sp;created man and 
woman they were two distinct creations so we have two dif-
ferent brochos. A second reason may be that the first brocha is 
based on the initial machshava that Hashem created one being; 
he later separated woman from man. Whatever the explanation 
of the two brochos is, in either case once the second brocha is 
recited the first one is not apropos anymore and therefore 
one would not say the brocha of Yotzeir Ha’adam. There are 
some Achronim who disagree with this ruling.

Understanding th e different aspects of saying Sheva Bro-
chos brings home the importance of keeping track of the bro-
chos being said so they may be said in the correct order. May 
we share many simchos with each other and all of Klal Yisroel.

Do you have a topic or discussion you want to read about? 
Please send comments or questions to hymanbsdhevens@
gmail.com or Berachsteinfeldscorner@gmail.com 

SHEVA BROCHOS IN ORDER

difference: yes, you can have the wisdom you see in another 
person! There is no loss in saying “I want that wisdom for 
myself,” because you are never hoping for something which 
is impossible for you to have. On the contrary, you are 
working to achieve something which G-d wants to give you.

Success in Jewish learning doesn’t depend upon innate 
talents to nearly the same extent that it depends upon a desire 
to learn. Anyone who has spent time in a Yeshiva has seen 
at least one student of limited intellectual gifts who acquired 

tremendous knowledge by applying himself more. It’s almost 
unbelievable how quickly this can happen.

So the “jealousy” of scholars, as long as it is devoid of 
the negativity towards others that was found in Korach and 
his congregation of evil, is only something which will, in 
fact, lead a person towards positive growth. If we see those 
who have acquired tremendous Torah wisdom and want it 
for ourselves — we can, in fact, go and get it. Indeed, the 
jealousy of Scribes increases wisdom! 

R’ Moishe Wiederman
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